Last Name (first, optional) ____________________________
A. Material Goods
D. Social Organization
G. Economic Organization

B. Arts, Play, & Recreation
E. Social Control
H. Education

C. Language & Non-Verbal Communication
F. Conflict & Warfare
I. World View

It is the year 7010. Archeologists have uncovered evidence of the civilization of America, approximately 2010 CE. Please help them categorize
the following items according to the above nine universals of culture. (You may use some of them more than once. Use A only once.)

Interpret, or extrapolate, the scenario to a basic idea. Connect that idea to the Universal of Culture.
Place the letter of the appropriate Universal of Culture in the short blank (can put initials of UC instead if
desired). There can be more than one correct answer. Include reasoning to ensure credit for alternate answers.
1.

____ They found coins with the motto, “In God We Trust” on them. They also found buildings with steeples and
crosses, and burial grounds with headstones showing a symbol featuring two triangles, one inverted on top of the other.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

2.

____ They found what appears to be a landfill, with all kinds of stuff in it.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

3.

____ They found a program, labeled “Green Bay Packers vs. Minnesota Vikings” and on the cover was a photo of two
groups of men, each group wearing matching clothes, standing on grass in front of a huge crowd of people sitting.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

4.

____ They uncovered rows and rows of airplanes next to a building that had inside of it rows and rows of guns, rows and
rows of bombs, and rows and rows of helmets.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

5.

____ They uncovered a huge building, within it were large “rooms,” with signs reading, “Forever 21,” “Old Navy,”
“Macy’s,” “JCPenney,” and “Gamekeeper” among others.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

6.

____ While looking at the streets in the cities of this civilization, they noticed that at just about every corner there
was a device that had green, yellow, and red lights in it. Some intersections also had cameras at them, aimed at the
vehicles that would ride in those streets.
Reason: _______________________________________________________________

7.

____ They found a small leather foldable “pouch” in a pair of men’s pants. In it were coins, papers with numbers and
pictures of men on them, and plastic cards.
Reason: _______________________________________________________________

8.

____ They found a French-English Dictionary.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

9.

____ They found different sections in the city, some with large beautiful houses, nicely landscaped, some with mediumsized houses with grass, some were small, run-down houses.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

10. ____ They came across a journal where a boy described watching something called “YouTube” over and over again until
he did a skateboard trick perfectly.
Reason: _________________________________________________________________________________

